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HILLARY’S ‘NEW VALLEY GIRLS’ HAVE SWINDLED TENS OF BILLIONS IN TAXPAYER DOLLARS

Clinton Foundation, IBM Eclipse Foundation members, and a shadow White House spy agency are the secret beneficiaries

Jul. 18, 2016—The American public has been oblivious to President Bill Clinton's secret pivot of the NSA's mission in 1995 from anti-Communism to globalism and The Clinton Foundation agenda. He used Executive Orders to do it. That pivot has continued through
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Bush and Obama. It is run by an unelected group of mostly lawyers from Harvard and their crony capitalist bankers, techies and judges. They use the excuse of national security to line their pockets. The Trump-Bernie populist phenomenon threatens their globalist plans to take over the Internet.

From these executive orders Bill and Hillary Clinton formed a secret White House intelligence agency to which all others were subservient, including the NSA. This agency is not accountable to Congress or the Courts—only to the President who appoints a six-person unelected political committee to run it.


In the former Soviet Union, the Communist Party placed Party officers inside all civic bodies to ensure the Party agenda—even in grade schools. No decision could be carried out without their approval. Sound like a familiar regulatory pattern emerging in America?

The secret collection of data on American citizens meant that Bill and Hillary had the dirt on literally everyone, and could use it for influence, blackmail, coercion, bribery and other forms of intimidation.

This explains why they could snap their fingers and get $200,000+ for an hour speech. Hypothetically: "Hello Mr. Company Chairman, I require a $200,000 speaking fee. By the way, how’s your mistress Victoria? Remember, when you want that . . . [fill in the blank] from Hillary, let me know. —Bill."

Personal dirt is a powerful persuasion tool.

The Rigged System

The Clintons and NSA invited Silicon Valley and Wall Street to the game. They concocted a clever ‘public-private partnership’ ‘new world order’ rationale to cover their treachery while lining their pockets. They even started advocating that American governance be ‘disaggregated.’ (Clinton senior political adviser Anne-Marie Slaughter, Princeton Press, 2004).

Silicon Valley was a bunch of anti-social geeks that needed the feminine touch, they opined. So, they hand-picked the ‘new valley girls’ as their people with female parts to give the impression of gender diversity in the Valley. It was very PC.

The queen of the valley girls is Facebook chief operating officer Sheryl K. Sandberg. Sandberg is Larry Summers’ former Harvard student who first worked for him at the World Bank where their Russian oligarch dirty money slush funds were put in place, then followed him as his chief of staff when he was Clinton’s Treasury Secretary while he dismantled Glass-Steagall. Sandberg then started Gmail before shifting to Facebook where she drives the equally larcenous Mark Zuckerberg. (Notice how Sandberg moves effortlessly, like a queen, through all things digital, like a hot knife through butter.)

The queen’s consort among the valley girls is longtime Accel Partners investment goat Theresia Gouw Ranzetta. Ranzetta has been fronting the criminal “venture capital” activity of managing partner James W. Breyer for several decades. Facts: James W. Breyer has actively hidden his associations with his
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father, John P. Breyer (Computer World, IDG-Accel CHINA). His father was a fellow Hungarian Jewish refugee with George Soros and Andy Grove (Intel). Note how all these Jewish individuals are named after the Christian apostles John, James, Andrew, and St. George, patron saint of numerous countries, Churches and organizations. Given the current pro-Muslim, anti-Christian, anti-Jewish and anti-Western agenda of Sandberg’s Silicon Valley crowd, this irony causes one to pause.

**Fake gender diversity in Silicon Valley**

The moral of this story is that the 'Silicon Valley girls" are a deception, a sham. They are props to give the unsuspecting public the impression of gender diversity in Silicon Valley. The fact is, these women have helped swindle America's taxes and privacy for decades under the direction of secret White House spy agency handlers.

**Hillary Clinton stonewalled her associations with the ‘new valley girls’**

On Sep. 26, 2009, Hillary Clinton first contracted with Facebook and Sandberg to exploit Leader Technologies' social networking invention (and the inventions of others) for her new “eDiplomacy” schemes. This action obstructed justice in the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement trial that was underway (a.k.a. tampering with Facebook witnesses) . She also illegally engaged Facebook to write a “template for winning elections.” Such effort to influence elections by federal officials and agencies is illegal.

**Obstruction of justice. Witness tampering. Election rigging.**

Hillary’s criminal activity just described would put the average American in jail for a long time. Will we let Hillary skate? Not if the American people are brave enough to take action and reject this abuse.

What can you do? BE “We the People” and take away their power.

[Full Story](http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/07/hillarys-swindling-silicon-valley-girls.html)
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